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I. INTRODUCTION 
   In recent times of automation world and competitive market there is a huge scope for introducing 

different techniques for minimizing the human efforts as well as different parameters like time and cost. The 

project was carried in a company which is located in Nashik, India and the company faced manyproblems 

because of using hand operated shearing machine. Also the company used to face the some other problems 

which stopped them from achieving their goals and there was huge deviation between actual and planned output. 

The problems faced are stated below: 

 - Actual cycle time is more than the standard time required to complete the whole process. 

 - Accuracy achieved was very less. 

 - Surface finish was not satisfactory. 

 - Because of less surface finish the process was not suitable for mass production. 

 - The operator should be skilled enough to produce the required dimensions. 

 Hence to overcome all the problems stated above, electromagnetic type shearing machine is the best solution 

which can give us the expected result in right time and at right cost. There could be a various types of automatic 

machines such as hydraulic, pneumatic or electromagnetic type. But in case of hydraulic and pneumatic 

machines there are more power losses while working than in electromagnetic type. So we started with first 

understanding the basics and then building a prototype which we can test and then see that it gives the results as 

per expectations or not. Also the different factors such as cost and reliability were taken into consideration 

because if the cost is too high then it may be not considered as the best solution even if it is reliable. 

 

II. UNDERSTANDING PRINCIPLE OF ELECTROMAGNET 
  An electromagnet is a “temporary magnet” - the magnetic field only exists when electric current flows, 

the magnetic fields disappear when the current ceases. Electromagnets are used to lift heavy masses of magnetic 

material and to attract movable magnetic parts of electric devices, such as solenoids, relays, and clutches. 

Electromagnets are the devices in which the magnetism in the cores can be turned on or off. 

  An electromagnet starts with a direct AC supply of power reduced voltage with the help of step-down 

Transformer (or some other source of power) and a wire. When we start AC supply transformer it reduces 230v 

to 48v which is required and then current produces magnetic force. When an AC current flows through the 
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conductor, a magnetic flux is generated around the conductor. The extent of magnetic flux extends up to the area 

of magnetic field. The flux density is measured by the unit called tesla. It is the ratio of the flux in any cross 

section to the area of that cross section, being taken normal to the direction of flux. [12] 

 

 
Fig.1 Schematic of Electromagnet [3]Fig.2 Working of Electromagnet [3] 

 

The basic idea behind an electromagnet is extremely simple. By running electric current through a 

wire, you can create a magnetic field. Maxwell is the C.G.S unit of the magnetic field and it is measured as 

Weber in M.K.S. system. By using this simple principle, one can create all sorts of things including motors, 

solenoids, read/write heads for hard disk tape drives and so on. In this article, we will see exactly how 

electromagnet works. We will also have to try several experiments with electromagnets that we create our self. 

An electromagnet is a “temporary magnet” - the magnetic field only exits when electric current starts flowing. 

If we look at a battery, say at a normal D-cell from a flashlight, you can see that there are two ends. 

One marked plus (+) and the other marked minus (-) Electrons collect at the negative end of the battery, and, if 

you let them, they will gladly flow to the positive end. The way you “let them” flow is with a wire. If we attach 

a wire directly between the positive and negative terminals of a D-cell two things will happen: 

 - Electrons will flow from the negative side of the battery to the positive side as fast as they can. 

 - A small magnetic field is generated in the wire. It is this small magnetic field that is the basis of an 

electromagnet. 

 

III.ELECTROMAGNETIC SHEARING MACHINE 
The vision was to manufacture a multipurpose automated machine that is capable of performing small 

operations. The work was carried out using angle for making frame. Also some connecting components like 

studs are used. The plunger is made up of Steel alloy and the core of electromagnet is made up of again high 

density copper. Rest of the construction is made of M.S. plate cut to required length.  It can be noticed that in 

the fabrication many parts are manufactured other than ferrous material. It is done so because ferrous material is 

conductor of magnetism and controller be magnetized very easily. For avoiding the generated flux getting 

disturbed with surrounding material, the material used in the surrounding is non-ferrous. The only major 

component is the iron core which is needed to be made up of ferrous to get attracted to electromagnet then next 

part that is fabricated out of ferrous material is a stud, nut and bolt. It is very necessary that for structural support 

that this part should be made in strength and support with in solving the problem. So care has been taken to keep 

this ferrous material part away from electromagnet as far as possible. Whenever electromagnet is made live, it 

feed the iron core in between the cavity because of high flux generated. This iron core there by pushing the 

plunger in the same direction which activates the punch subassembly forcing in parallel direction of material to 

be cut. This is a simple procedure of cutting by this type of machine. 

The main objective was to develop an automation unit for the shearing machine so that it can easily be 

adopted in today’s automated plants also it will lead to improving accuracy. Also, another objective was  that 

the work should be performed at low cost &maintenance, minimal capital  investment & space requirements. 
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Fig.3 Schematic Diagram of Electromagnetic Machine [12] 

 

IV.     CALCULATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FORCE 
 If the magnetic field is confined within a high permeability material like certain steel alloys, the maximum 

force is given by: 

F=(B^2 A)/(2μ_0 ) 

Where: 

F is the force in Newton, B is the magnetic field in tesla, A is the area of the pole faces in square meters &μo is 

the permeability of free space. 

In the case of free space (air), 

μ_0=4π〖10〗^(-7) Hm^(-1)   ,  

In a closed magnetic circuit:         

F=μNI/L 

Where: 

N is the number of turns of wire around the electromagnet, I is the current in amperes &L is the length of the 

magnetic circuit.   

  

4.1 SPRING CALCULATIONS: 

 

 
Fig.4 Schematic of Helical Spring [2] 
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4.1.1 SHEAR STRESS OF THE SPRING: 

Total Resultant Stress of spring (τ) = τ_1+ τ_2 

Where  

 τ_1 = Tensional shear stress, 

 τ_2 = Direct shear stress. 

τ_1 = (8 × w × D)/(π×d^2 )τ_2 = 4w/(4d^2 )  

= (8 × w × C)/(π×d^2 )= (4 × C)/( 4 ×〖 3〗^2 ) 

= (8 × 3 × 7)/(π×3^2 )= 0.33 MPa 

= 5.94 MPa 

τ = τ_1+τ_2 

= 6+0.33 

= 6.33 MPa 

 

4.1.2DEFLECTION OF SPRING: 

    δ   = (8 × w ×c^3× n)/( G × d) 

         = (8 × 150 ×7^3× 10)/( 78 × 3 × 〖10〗^3 ) 

 = 15 m. 

 

4.2 METALLURGICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

The materials used in this project are detailed as follows: 

 - FERROUS MATERIALS: 

     a) Low Carbon steel - EN – 1 to EN – 3 

      Carbon – 0.05% to 0.08% 

      Tensile strength – 420/550 MPA 

      Yield strength – 275/350 MPA 

     b) Mild steel- EN – 4 to EN – 6 

      Carbon – 0.15% to 0.35% 

      Tensile strength –1200/1420MPA 

      Yield strength – 750/1170 MPA 

 - WROUGHT IRON: 

Wrought iron is the purest iron which contains at least 99.5% of iron, but may contain up to 99.0% iron. The 

wrought iron is produced from pig iron by  remoulding it in the pudding furnace. The molten metal free from 

impurities is removed from the furnace as a pasty mass of iron and slag. The balls of pasty mass, each about 45 

to 65 kg in weight, are formed. These balls are mechanically worked both to squeeze out the slag and to form it 

into some commercial shape. 

 The typical composition of a wrought is Carbon = 0.020%, Silicon = 0.120%, Sulphur = 0.018%, 

Phosphorous = 0.020%, Slag = 0.070% and the remaining is iron. 

 

4.2.1 SHEARING FORCE CALCULATION FOR DIFFERENT MATERIALS:- 

  The process of shearing is similar to the process of cutting, which exhibits such a phenomenon of work 

piece separation because of the destruction behavior. The working faces of the punch or die are ground off so 

that they don’t remain parallel to the horizontal plane but are inclined to it. This angle of inclination is called 

shear. The metal is brought to the plastic stage by pressing the strip between two shearing blades so that fracture 

is initiated at the cutting points. The fractures on either side of the strip further progressing downwards with the 

movement of upper shear, finally results in the separation of the slug from the parent strip. [8] 

   The metal under shear is subjected to both compressive and tensile stresses. In an ideal shearing 

operation, the upper shear pushes the metal to a depth equal to about one-third of its thickness. Because of 

pushing of the material into a lower shear, the area of cross section of the metal between the cutting edge of the 

shears decreases and causes the initiation of the fracture. This portion of the shear which is forced into lower 

shear is highly burnished and would appear as a bright band around the blank lower portion. The fractures which 

are initiated at both the cutting points would progress further with the movement of the upper shear and if the 

clearance is sufficient, they would meet thus completing the shearing action. [5] 

Formula for shear force calculation:- 

For Steel (0.10 C) (For cold worked steel 0.10c)For Steel (0.40C) 

Fs = τ x A Fs = 7116 NFs = τ x A 

Fs = 241.3 X 24Fs = 427.5 x 24 

= 5791.2 N= 10206 N 
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For Aluminium: For lead:    For Tin: 

Fs = τ x A Fs = τ x A Fs = τ x A 

Fs = 55.2 X 24 Fs = 24.1 X 24 Fs = 34.5 x 24 

     = 1324.8 N = 578.4 N= 828 N 

  

 
Graph.1 Shearing Force of Different Materials 

 

4.3 RELATION OF MAGNETIC PULLING FORCE WITH DIFFERENT PARAMETERS: 

F=(B^2 A)/(2μ_0 ) 

= 1500 N  

Where, 

F is the force in Newton, B is the magnetic field in tesla, A is the area of the pole faces in square meters, μo is 

the permeability of free space. 

In the case of free space (air):μ_0=4π〖10〗^(-7) Hm^(-1)     

In a closed magnetic circuit:F=μNI/L 

Where, 

N is the number of turns of wire around the electromagnet, I is the current in amperes, L is the length of the 

magnetic circuit. [3] 

According to the above equations following relations can be plotted:- 

 

 

  Graph.2 Plot of Force V/s Current                   Graph.3 Plot of Force V/s No. of Turns 

 

From the above graphs it can be seen that force (F) is directly proportional to the square of the current (I) in 

graph 1, Force (F) is directly proportional to the square of the numberof turns(N) in graph 2 and Force (F) is 

inversely proportional to the square of length of magnetic circuit (L) in graph 4. 

 

 
Graph.4 Plot of Force V/s Length of Magnetic Circuit 
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V. MANUFACTURING STAGES 

 
STEP 1: SELECTING COMPONENT PARTS 

Fig.5 (a) Electromagnet Mounting Plate                Fig.5 (b) L - Channels for Frame 

 

STEP 2: WELDING AND MACHINING 

 
Fig.6 (a) Punch AssemblyFig.6(b) Welding operation being performed for Frame 

 

 
Fig.6 (c) Inspection of the welded partsFig.6 (d) Frame assembly 

 

STEP 3: MOUNTING OF ELECTROMAGNET 

 
Fig.7 (a) Mounting of ElectromagnetFig.7 (b): Fastening of Electromagnet 
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STEP 4: FINAL ASSEMBLY 

 
Fig.8 Final Assembly 

 

VI. VALUE ANALYSIS 
  The primary objective of value analysis is to obtain the same quality or betterquality of product which 

performs the same function at a lesser cost.Value analysis of the project under consideration is done using seven 

phases:- 

 

6.1 The orientation phase:- 

 This is a preliminary phase in which the project for study is identified and  selected. Here we identified 

frame as a project for the study. We know that the material cost governs almost 70-80% of the total cost of the 

product. 

 So here we identified frame with the aim of reducing material cost. 

 

6.2 The information phase:- 

 a) Securing Facts: Here all the relevant facts related to project are collected. It  includes specification of 

material. 

  - Dimensions: - Frame = 225X225X450 

      Die Mounting Plate = 225X225X10 

      Electromagnet mounting plate = 225X225X10 

  - Quantity: -    Frame = 01 

      Die Mounting Plate = 01 

      Electromagnet mounting plate = 01 

  - Weight: -  Frame = 5 Kg 

      Die Mounting Plate = 2 Kg 

      Electromagnet mounting plate = 2 Kg 

  - Operations: -  For frame, 

    Power saw cutting bars = 30 min   Rs.200/hr 

    Edge formation = 10 min 

    Welding   = 30 min      Rs.150 

   Support plates, 

    Drilling    = Rs.30/hole 

    Welding   = Rs. 200 

 b) Cost determination:-    

    Plate 1    = Rs. 300 

    Plate 2    = Rs. 300 

   - Labour Cost: -  Frame = Rs. 200& Support plate = Rs. 200 

 

6.3 Function Phase:- 

  A function is the property that makes the product work or sells. Functions  are classified as work function 

and sell function.Work function expressed using action verbs and measurable nouns.  
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6.4 The Creative phase:- 
  After analysis, it was found that when round bars are used which are welded to support plates to the top 

as well as bottom side, requires more material for  strength and rigidity. Due to that unnecessary material cost 

was increasing.  

 

6.5 Evaluation phase:- 

  After creative phase the problems are quite clear. The reasons for these  problems were found out in the 

evaluation phase and then evaluated. It was found that  the frame of round bars causing the increase in material 

cost. So it is decided not to  use a round bar over a structure, rather it is replaced by L-shaped channels. Now the 

material cost will get reduced keeping function same. Thus problem is overcomeby saving material. 

Now cost will be:- 

- Operations: - For frame, 

    Power saw cutting bars = 30 min   Rs.200/hr 

    Edge formation  = 10 min 

    Welding   = 30 min   Rs.150 

   Support plates, 

    Drilling    = Rs.30/hole 

    Welding   = Rs. 200 

- Material Cost: - Frame = Rs. 280 

    Support plate:-    

    Plate 1    = Rs. 210 

    Plate 2     = Rs. 210 

- Labour Cost: - Frame  = Rs. 150 

    Support plate  = Rs. 150 

Cost saved:- 

Table.1 Value analysis Chart 

Cost Estimation:- 

 
SR. 
NO. 

NAME OF THE 
ITEM. 

SPECIFICATION MAKE QUAN-
TITY 

PRICE / ITEM 
RS. 

TOTAL VALUE 

1. Electromagnet - 

ELECTRO 

CONTROL 1  Nos. 5000/- 5000.00 

2. Electric Circuit - 
ELECTRO 
CONTROL 1 Nos. 3000/- 3000.00 

3. Threaded Punch HCHCr -  1 Nos. 600/- 600.00 

4. Shearing Die EN - 8 -  1 Nos. 400/- 400.00 

5. Spring -  4 Nos.. 50/- 200.00 

6. Punch Holder Plate EN - 31 -  1 Nos. 500/- 500.00 

7. Die Holder Plate EN - 31 -  1 Nos. 500/- 500.00 

7. 

Electromagnet 

Mounting Plate EN - 31. - 1 Nos. 600/- 600.00 

8. Frame M.S. - 1 Nos. 1100/- 1100.00 

9. Miscellaneous items STD   250/- 250.00 

 TOTAL     12150.00 

Table.2 Cost Estimation 

 

VII. COMPARISON 
7.1 Advantages:- 

      -Capital investment is low. 

      - Running cost is low. 

      - Low maintenance. 

      - Cutting speed is high. 

      - No need of skilled labour. 

      - Rate of cutting is high. 

      - Complexity is low. 

      - Periodic maintenance not required. 

      - Cost of spares is low. 

 

Description of an item 

 

Old cost (Rs.) 

 

New cost (Rs.) 

 

Saving (Rs.) 

 
Frame + support plate 

 
2000 

 
1600 

 
400 
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7.2 Disadvantages:- 

      - High power required. 

      - Initial cost is high 

      - Operation cost is high 

 

7.3 Applications:- 

The project can be used directly in the industry where shearing is a standard production process. The 

project itself as it is can be implemented wherever the material to be cut fulfills the range of specification of raw 

material the project is designed. Since currently the model that forms the project is capable of shearing up to 

5mm thickness of sheet metal. 

In the industries manufacturing products like pipe, tubing, gasket, special purpose, PVC etc. this 

project can be implemented in several working modes.   

If the industry has a complete automation system more particularly if the industry uses full automation 

or incomplete automated than this project along with the automation unit can be also used within such type of 

industry for the purpose. 

The length of the material to be cut right is changed as per requirement. This shearing machine 

preferably will get attached at the end of production line on whenever required depending on plant layout, 

production process, production type etc. The machine can perform both punching and cutting operations. [3] 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
 - This project is successfully completed with the development of automated shearing machine. 

 - This machine is useful for the industry to increase the efficiency by reducing manpower involvement. 

 - This machine requires less place, low maintenance cost, easy operation with high rate of production. 

 - With minimum capital investment machine has longer life which helps to lower down the production cost. 

 - Automated shearing machine can be easily integrated with the industry automation.  

 - Due to its flexible nature, this machine can put itself widely used for different operations use in the industry. 

 - As compared to the drawbacks this machine has more advantages which made it possible for the industry to 

choose the process over other processes.  

 - Various analysis of the machine design showed that this machine has a large scope for automation and at very 

less cost which will reduce the human input in the near future. 
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